Although periodic structures when used as particle accelerators always involve a particlewave interaction mechanism which can be analyzed as a travelling wave (TW) interaction, the actual mode of operation may be standing wave (SW). In fact, most low enerav accelerators are operated in this manner.
Star&g wave operation must, further, be distinguished from resonant operation, since resonance of a length of waveguide implies a phase relationship in the waveguide which is not essential to SW operation. In addition, there exists oscillatory modes in a waveguide which have zero group (energy) velocity which are therefore standing waves.
Presentation of the analysis of SW operation is somewhat complex, in that cryogenic (ie., superconducting, with complete neglect of waveguide losses) and ambient operation also produce quite different results: furthermore location of input feed points vary details , In this report only uniform (constant impedance) waveguides propagating a forward wave are considered.
Standing Wave Operation
The simplest case, which is only an extension of TW operation, is SW operation of a mode with non-zero group velocity.
The electric field intensity in the guide and energy gain attainable are determined from the power flux along the waveguide, for which in the SW case the most directly obvious method is the summation of the power fluxes.
The incident power (P; ) on the coupler, whose VSWR is fl , encounters a power reflection coefficient /p/'=(P-/)'$&f-/)' and therefore a fraction / -/p/^ is transmitted.
The power flux toward the termination at a location z into the guide is, therefore, JP+ = 4 tr4+y12 e-2xr At the end of the guide (z = L) this power is completely reflected and the power flux returned toward the source is 
The electric field associated with the forward power flow, assuming constructive interference, is then E+=m = J ,+f$~p+=:j~em 4xp--zr (3) and the maximum no-load energy gain (of a particle synchronized with one of -<he space-harmonits) in traversins the auide. _ .
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this result is precisely the same as the TW case. If one were to inject the rf power at the midpoint of the guide a SW pattern would still, of course, be produced; whether this results in a higher energy gain than the case described above depends on the coupling coefficient and guide attenuation. 
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This result is applicable to a superconducting guide operating SW. Since only one fill time is needed for TW operation, the no load energy gain is then v, = K This power then passes back down the guide a second time, being beam lodded and attenuated, so that
This process continues indefinitely, so that by summing up, the forward power may be obtained; however this expression cannot be normalized and any global presentation of results is too complex to be useful.
The situation becomes even more complicated if the waveguide is not resonant..
Resonant Operation
We suppose, in this case, that the mode has zero group velocity.
In this case the cavity may be excited anywhere.
In such a resonant cavity (circuit) the power input either goes into resistive (joulean) losses or increases the stored energy in the cavity, di4' P= xfp, The time constant, Z= Q/w, is the time required for the stored energy in the cavity to reach I-J/c: -0.632 of its ultimate value, PQ//w . In the singly-tuned, resonant network the energy in the cavity is alternately, completely electric or magnetic; the two fields are in quadrature and the stored energy is transferred from one to the other such that the sum is the total energy in the Gavity and the amount may be calculated from the volume integral of the field intensity (squared) of either field at the moment of maximum intensity. In contrast, a resonant cavity supporting a non-zero group velocity mode must be supported by two separate wave ensembles carrying power in opposite directions, one of which is useless for acceleration.
The electric field intensity associated with a space harmonic is given by where r and Q are the shunt impedance (per unit length) and Q of the waveguide and w is the energy density (per unit length).
Since the stored energy per unit length at steady state is w = PQ/ w L (Eq 9) the amplitude of the field is
The r/O of a cavity is a geometric property (independknt of the material of the cavity walls) and for the TM-01 mode is of the order 71/4& whereb is the impedance of free-space and b is the radius of the waveguide.
Combining this with the approx imate frequency condition for this mode, A= 2.6/ & , we have where al q 0.555, but is known experimentally to be about 0.48 for waves of phase velocity near unity.
The maximum energy gain, with negligible beam loading is, from Eq (1 l), then u, =JE d.z = d(+) + a result already derived as Eq (6).
